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Physical activity can have a massive impact
on our mood. Just 10-20 minutes a day will
improve well-being and help prevent the
development of mental health problems.

We've designed a short exercise programme
for you to use in school. We'd love the
children to be sponsored, raising much
needed funds for Our Time while they
complete the Move for Your Mood challenge.

It will get your body jumping, your heart
pumping and your mood LIFTED!

Not only will YOU feel better at the end of the
programme, but you will have also supported
children and young people whose parents
have a mental illness.

Thank you.
Our Time

mood
LiftLiftLift



A note from
 Joe Wicks 

Hello!

Exercise is good for your body, and good for

your mood!

Take part in Our Time’s Move for Your Mood

challenge, and you’ll be helping
yourself and others. Children who have a
parent with a mental illness need our
support, and this is a great way to help.Good luck!

Joe



1. Who will lead and
supervise? 
Playground champions or well-
being ambassadors could be trained
to lead the exercises, PE coaches or
lunchtime supervisors could
support.
 
2. When do you want
this to happen?
Do you have some lunchtime slots
or a week of well-being?
 

3. Where could this
take place?
Inside a hall, outside on
playgrounds or on the school field.
Make sure you carry out a PE risk
assessment.

Let's

startstartstart



4. Who needs to know?
Staff briefings, parent communication,
school council? We have included a
poster and letter for you to adapt in the
pack.
 
5. What do you need?
A stopwatch to time the exercises,
space to move safely and possibly
access to a smart board to play the
video instructions*. Children need to
be in PE kit. You'll also need stickers
(found near the end of the pack)
printed and ready for rewarding
exercisers! 

6. Where do you send
funds?
Details of our justgiving page are
included on the poster and letter.
Donations can be made directly in this
way, however feel free to adjust if you
would prefer money came to school
first for you to forward.

Thank you!

*Video instructions 
can be requested from 
 schools@ourtime.org.uk 

Please exercise safely. We have designed the exercises carefully for children, 
however Our Time can't take responsibility for injuries sustained.

mailto:schools@ourtime.org.uk


1. Wrist rolls
Hold your arms up and link your
palms together. Turn your wrists
gently, so that they rock from side
to side.

2. Touching toes
Stand with your feet apart and slowly bend from
the waist to touch your toes - you can bend your
knees if you want! Hold for five seconds then slowly
come back up.

3. Balance
Stand with your feet firmly on the floor, bend one
knee up behind you so that you’re standing on one
leg. Hold your foot or ankle with your hand on the
same side. Don’t worry if you wobble!

Take some good deep breaths
as you do each of these!

Warm up



5. Stretch
Stand with your feet firmly on the floor, raise your
arms to reach as high as you can and stand on
tiptoes! Then make yourself as small as you can,
rolling yourself into a ball.

4. Shoulder rolls
Stand with your feet apart and roll one shoulder
back, then forwards five times. Do the same with
the other one - five times. Now both at the same
time - forwards for five and back for five!

Don't forget to stay properly
hydrated. Ensure water is on hand
before and after the exercises!



1. Squat
Feet apart, bend both knees and arms at the same
time then stand up straight. 

2. Jumping jacks
Stand with your feet together firmly on the floor.
Now jump with both legs straight out to each side, at
the same time your arms stretch out to the side too,
landing with your feet hip distance apart. Then
bring legs together and arms back to your side at the
same time - one jumping jack done! 

For each of these, we will practise the move a few
times and then start the clock for 30 seconds to
see how many we can do in that time.  

Exercises



3. Jabs
Make your fists tight and bend your elbows,
bringing them in front of your body. Now
punch out your arms to the front, one at a time.
You can march or jog on the spot if you want.

5. Burpees

4. Knee raises

Stand up tall with your arms stretched high in the air and feet together.
Next, bend your knees and place your hands flat on the floor in front of
you, keeping your arms straight. That’s the first part! Next push both
legs out behind you. Finally, back up to standing!

Standing with feet apart, first bend one knee and
tap it with your hand, and then then other. You
can speed these up to jog or carry on marching!

Well done! You’ve
completed the Move for
Your Mood challenge! 



My dad has schizophrenia and he has been suffering
from it maybe longer than when I was born. 

Sometimes he stops doing everything and goes to a
separate room and does not talk to anyone and does
not do anything. After about an hour he goes back to
normal and starts talking. Mostly he stops doing
anything when he feels stressed and when it is really
loud so we try to keep the noise down. Sometimes I
have to stop what I am doing to help my mum and
sometimes when my grandad is around he supports
my dad. I help my mum by looking after my sisters
and helping with chores. 

I feel a bit sad knowing that my dad is sad. I have
about one or two friends who I have to talk to when I
feel a bit stressed with coping with helping my mum
and my homework. I am able to open up a bit but I
mostly don’t need to because my dad does not feel
sad that often and the medication has been helping. 

The most important thing for me was when the
teacher was explaining what the illness really was
and how there were videos to explain what was
happening. I knew that I had to keep my dad happy as
much as I could and help him when he needs help
and feels overwhelmed.

Aaron, Year 8 student

It's estimated  
1 in 10 children are living 

with an adult who has severe
mental health difficulties

TogetherTogetherTogetherwe make a difference  
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We are taking
part in an

exercise challenge
for Our Time!

Did  you know around 1 in 3 three children in the UK
has a parent reporting symptoms of anxiety or

depression?
 

That’s one third of every classroom in UK schools.
 

All money raised will go towards supporting
children who have a parent with a mental illness.

 
 

We are aiming to raise
 

_____________________
 

We have so far raised
 

_____________________
 

Donate to our fund raiser at
 

_______________________________
 

£

£
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To ______________

We are planning an exercise challenge in school called Move for Your Mood! 

We all know that exercise benefits our mental health and wellbeing and so we
have taken on the challenge of raising funds for Our Time by following their
exercise programme, inspired by Joe Wicks! Our Time is a small charity
dedicated to children who have a parent with a mental illness. One in ten
children has a parent with a severe mental illness and so the issue affects
many.

If you feel able to sponsor your child, please go to justgiving.com reference
__________________________________________________________________

We suggest a donation of £_____ per family, which will raise much needed
funds of £_____ for the charity. Please give what you can afford and support
your children’s efforts.

Thank you.
 ______________

Headteacher

PS Why not download the fundraising pack on www.ourtime.org.uk and join in
Move for Your Mood yourself?

Together we make a difference.

http://www.ourtime.org.uk/




ThankThankThank
You can help

raise funds too!
Move for your Mood is a challenge anyone can take

part in, whatever your age or ability level.
 

Find out lots more about how you could raise funds
for Our Time and support children of parents with a

mental illness at
 

ourtime.org.uk/move
 
 

 you! you! you!


